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Homophony and contrast neutralization in Southern Min tone sandhi circle

Tsz-Him Tsui
The Ohio State University∗

1 Introduction

Southern Min Chinese has a number of varieties, such as Xiamen (or Amoy) spoken in Fujian
Province in China, as well as Taiwanese in Taiwan. The tone sandhi circle in Southern Min
involves five lexical tones in a tonal chain shift. The surface forms of these tones alternate
between a citation/juncture form that appears at the right edge of a tone group, and a
sandhi form that appears elsewhere (Myers & Tsay 2008). The length of the tone group, i.e.
the domain of the sandhi, can vary from a single noun phrase to a complete sentence (Chen
1987; Lin 1994). The following Taiwanese examples are taken from Myers & Tsay (2008)1.

(1) Taiwanese tone sandhi circle

a. si24

“time”
→ si33-kan55

“time; time span”

b. si33

“temple’
→ si21-tsiN53

“temple monk”

c. si21

“four’
→ si53-tiam53

“four o’clock”

d. si53

“dead’
→ si55-laN24

“dead people”

e. si55

“poetry’
→ si33-bun24

“poetry and prose”

The schematic diagram below illustrates the tone sandhi in Southern Min in chain forms.
The contrast between two tones – the rising 24 and the high-level 55 – are neutralized, as
they both become the mid-level 33 in non-phrase final positions.

(2) Schematic flowchart of the Southern Min tone sandhi circle

∗I would like to thank Jane Tsay and James Myers for their assistance in this project, as well as comments
and suggestions from the Phonies discussion group at the Ohio State University. All remaining mistakes are
my own.
15 represents the highest tone level, and 1 represents the lowest tone level. The current paper focuses on
neutralization of the lexical tones, and will not discuss the 21↔53 sandhi for syllables with plosive endings.
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24 33

21

53

55

Recent constraint-based approaches (Hsieh 2005; Barrie 2006; Thomas 2008) assumed a
need to alter the rising tone 24 in Southern Min. For example, Hsieh (2005) and Thomas
(2008) suggetsed that it is phonetically more difficult to realize a full rising tone in a non-
final syllable, as it is phonetically shorter than a final syllable. Such proposal concurred with
previous phonetic and typological evidence posited by Zhang (2002). Therefore, the rising
tone 24 becomes a mid-level tone 33 to satisfy the constraint *Rise.

(3) *Rise
Assign a violation to each occurrence of rising tone.

(4) Markedness constraint changes the rising tone

24 33

21

53

55

*Rise

Hsieh (2005), Barrie (2006) and Thomas (2008) suggested that the current neutralization
of tones 24 and 33 violates the principle of contrast preservation (Lubowicz 2003), which
penalizes the mapping of two different inputs to an identical output. Once again, such
principle may be modeled using OT constraints. For example, we may treat the tones 55,
53 and 33 as H-register tones, versus the L-register tones 24 and 21 (Hsieh 2005; Barrie
2006). A constraint, *Merge(H-register), would then penalize the mapping of the H-
register tone 33 and another tone (i.e. the rising tone 24 in our Southern Min example)
to the H-register tone 33 (Hsieh 2005). To avoid such mapping, the H-register tone 33 is
therefore changed into the L-register tone 21. Such second tone sandhi would also satisfy
the *Merge(H-register) constraint by not merging into another H-register tone.

(5) *Merge(H-register)
Assign a violation to each mapping of a H-register tone and another tone to that
particular H-register tone. (Hsieh 2005)
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(6) *Merge(H-register) penalizes the first neutralization of tones 24 and 33, moti-
vates the second neutralization of tones 33 and 21

24 33

21

53

55

*Rise

*Merge(H-register)

This second neutralization of tones 33 and 21, once again, violates the principle of contrast
preservation. A second contraint *Merge(L-register) would then penalize the mapping
of the L-register tone 21 and another tone (i.e. tone 33) to the L-register tone 21. Such
neutralization of two tones is avoided by another tone sandhi, which turns the L-register
tone 21 into the H-register 53.

(7) *Merge(L-register)
Assign a violation to each mapping of a L-register tone and another tone to that
particular L-register tone. (Hsieh 2005)

(8) *Merge(L-register) motivates further tone sandhi

24 33

21

53

55

*Rise

*Merge(H-register) *Merge(L-register)

While the merger of the L-register tone 21 to 53 satisfies *Merge(L-register), it vio-
lates *Merge(H-register). These repeated violations of contrast preservation constraints
prompt further tone sandhis, and generate the full tone sandhi circle.

(9) Southern Min tone sandhi circle, under the constraint ranking
*Rise >> *Merge(L-register) >> *Merge(H-register)
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24 33

21

53

55

*Rise

*Merge(H-register) *Merge(L-register)

*Merge(H-register)*Merge(H-register)

The recent accounts vary in the exact specification of the contrast preservation con-
straints. Hsieh (2005) utlized the *Merge(L-register) and *Merge(H-register) con-
straints, as specified above. Barrie (2006) suggested different contraints that aimed to pre-
serve either register and pitch of the tones. On the other hand, Thomas (2008) proposed a
single *Merge constraint that penalizes any kind of mergers. While the exact specification
of the contraints differ, the motivation is clear: they all penalize merger of tones. Such
constraint-based approaches imply that the attested sandhi circle, which merges tones 24
and 55 into tone 33, is more optimal than other possible-yet-unattested circles, such as the
reversed circle in (10), where the direction of tone sandhis were opposite from the attested
pattern.

(10) Possible-yet-unattested pattern: reversed tone sandhi circle

24 33

21

53

55

*Rise

The attested tone sandhi circle should also be more optimal than other unattested non-
circular chain shifts, such as the one shown in (11).

(11) Possible-yet-unattested pattern: non-circular tonal chain shift

24 33

21

53

55

*Rise
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Finally, if we assume the original motivation of the tone sandhi was to eliminate the rising
tone 24, we may simply do so by having one single merger, as in the unattested pattern in
(12). The constraint-based approaches, therefore, imply that it is more optimal to have the
attested tone sandhi circle than not having any tonal chain shifts at all.

(12) Possible-yet-unattested pattern: no tonal chain shift

24 33

21

53

55

*Rise

In sum, the recent constraint-based approaches suggested that the attested tone sandhi
circle in Southern Min satisfies the principle of contrast preservation, and are more optimal
than the unattested tone sandhi patterns. However, the reasons for preserving certain con-
trasts and not others are also not elaborated. For example, it is not explained why the rising
tone 35 should merge into the mid-level tone 33, instead of one of the other three tones. In
other words, it remains unclear in what ways is the attested circle more optimal than the
unattested patterns, besides that the attested circle satisfies the proposed constraint rank-
ings. These recent proposals lack independent evidence that supports the claim that contrast
preservation is the motivation behind the attested Southern Min tone sandhi pattern.

The current study attempts to examine independent evidence for and/or against invoking
the principle of contrast preservation in the explanation of the Southern Min tone sandhi
circle. Section 2 reviews recent studies which suggested that phonological neutralizations
avoid creation of homophones. Section 3 describes a series of simulations that compares
the amount of homophony created by the attested and unattested tone sandhi patterns in
Southern Min. Section 4 concludes the paper, and suggest that the Southern Min tone
sandhi circle cannot be solely motivated by the principle of contrast preservation.

2 Contrast preservation and anti-homophony pattern

It would be very difficult for language users to communicate if their language has a lot of
homophones – listeners would have to rely heavily on context to distinguish semantically-
different homophones. The current section reviews recent studies which argued that phono-
logical neutralization avoids high-functional contrasts. By preserving phonological contrasts
that are often used to distinguish minimal pairs, the attested neutralization patterns cre-
ate less homophony than the unattested ones, and therefore avoid creating confusion in the
listeners.

Two recent studies by Silverman (2010) and Kaplan (2011) focused on the consonant
neutralization patterns in Korean, and suggested that the attested neutralization patterns
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create less homophony than other possible-yet-unattested patterns. For example, the coda
neutralization eliminates the distinction between aspirated and plain stops. This is illus-
trated in (13) below. The underlying /th/ and /t/ codas both become [t^] in the surface
forms. Therefore, /path/ ‘heritage’ and /pat/ ‘field’ share a homophonous surface form
[pat^]. The plain /k/ coda also becomes unreleased, and therefore /pak/ ‘gourd’ becomes
[pak^].

(13) Example of attested Korean coda neutralization (Silverman 2010; Kaplan 2011)

a. /path/
“heritage”

→ [pat^]

b. /pat/
“field”

→ [pat^]

c. /pak/
“gourd”

→ [pak^]

We may also conceive other possible coda neutralization patterns for Korean. For exam-
ple, instead of neutralizing the stops by place, we may set up a ‘toy Korean’ that neutralizes
the /t/ and /k/ codas. In this toy example, /pat/ ‘field’ and /pak/ would share a ho-
mophonous surface form, while /path/ ‘heritage’ would have a different surface form.

(14) Toy Korean coda neutralization

a. /path/
“heritage”

→ [path]

b. /pat/
“field”

→ [pat^]

c. /pak/
“gourd”

→ [pat^]

The amount of homophony before and after the coda neutralization can be quantified
in terms of 1.) number of word types, 2.) number of homophonous word tokens, and 3.)
information content, in terms of Shannon’s entropy in bits (Kaplan 2011). The calculation
of homophony is exemplified in the toy example (15) below.

(15) Quantifying homophony in the toy example

Before neutralization: After neutralization:
/path/ /pat/ /pak/ /path/ → [path] /pat, pak/ → [pat^]

Tokens 1 1 4 1 1+4 = 5
Word types Word types

= 3 (/path/, /pat/, /pak/) = 2 ([path], [pat^])
Homophonous word tokens Homophonous word tokens

= 4 (from /pak/) = 5 (from [pat^])
Information content Information content

=1.252 = 0.650
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Phonological neutralization decreases the number of word types, while increasing the
number of homophonous word tokens. The information content of a corpus also decreases
after the neutralization. In the toy example (15) above, coda neutraliztion decreased the
number of word types from 3 to 2, while it increased the number of homophonous word
tokens from 4 to 5. The information content of this tiny corpus also dropped from 1.252 to
0.650.

Using Korean corpora, Silverman (2010) and Kaplan (2011) simulated the attested con-
sonant neutralization pattern (such as (13)), as well as other possible-yet-unattested patterns
(such as (14)). They compared the amount of homophony before and after the attested and
unattested patterns, and found that the attested patterns produced less homophony than
the unattested ones. The attested patterns eliminated fewer word types, generated fewer ho-
mophonous word tokens, and removed less information content than the unattested patterns.
A higher amount of homophony would “[make] communication more difficult”, as listeners
would have to rely on context to distinguish two semantically-different homophones (Kaplan
2011:p.3). Therefore, avoiding homophony in consonant neutralization would avoid bringing
extra difficulties to the listeners. In other words, it appeared that the attested consonant
neutralization patterns in Korean targeted the less-functional phonological contrasts, and
had less impact on the communication system than the unattested patterns. Other corpus
studies have also suggested that it is rare for high-functional phonological contrasts to be
eliminated in historical sound changes, as such neutralization would create confusions in the
listeners (Wedel et al. 2013b,a).

As discussed in the section 1, previous studies suggested that the Southern Min tone
sandhi circle is motivated by the principle of contrast preservation (Hsieh 2005; Barrie 2006;
Thomas 2008). It was more optimal to preserve certain tonal contrasts over others, and
thus chain shifts were formed to avoid neutralization of particular tonal contrasts. If we
assume that the reason for certain phonological contrast to be preserved over others is to
avoid homophony (Silverman 2010; Kaplan 2011; Wedel et al. 2013b), and that the South-
ern Min tone sandhi circle is motivated by contrast preservation, we should expect that
the attested tone sandhi circle generates less homophony than other possible-yet-unattested
patterns. The next section describes three simulations, in which we compared the amount
of homophony generated by attested and unattested tone sandhi patterns.

3 Homophony in Southern Min tone sandhi circle

Assuming contrast preservation is driven by homophony avoidance, we expect the attested
Southern Min tone sandhi circle to produce less homophony than the unattested patterns –
the attested pattern should eliminate fewer word types, generate fewer homophonous word
tokens, and remove less information content than the unattested patterns. In this study,
the attested and unattested tone sandhi patterns were stimulated, using a portion of the
Taiwanese Spoken Corpus (Tsay & Myers 2005). The Taiwanese Spoken Corpus contains
transcripts of radio talk shows in Taiwanese, and the current portion contained 78683 word
tokens.

The attested and unattested tone sandhi patterns can be simulated by searching and
replacing the corresponding tones in the Taiwanese Spoken Corpus. The amount of ho-
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mophony can be quantified by measuring 1.) the number of word types, 2.) the number
of homophonous tokens, and 3.) information content in the corpus, as shown in the toy
example (15) above. Following previous studies (Hsieh 2005; Barrie 2006; Thomas 2008),
the need to eliminate the rising tone 24 was assumed to be the original trigger of the tone
sandhi. The attested pattern, along with 87 unattested patterns, were simulated. These
include 24 circular patterns (4× 3× 2× 1× 1) that involve all four other tones (besides the
rising tone 24, such as (16a)), 24 non-circular patterns (4× 3 × 2 × 1) that involve all four
other tones (e.g. (16b)), 24 patterns (4× 3× 2) that involve three other tones (e.g. (16c)),
12 patterns (4 × 3) involving two other tones (e.g. (16d)), and 4 patterns that inovlve one
other tone (e.g. (16e)).

(16) a. Simulation of tone sandhi: all four other tones (circular)

24 33

21

53

55

b. Simulation of tone sandhi: all four other tones (non-circular)

24 33

21

53

55

c. Simulation of tone sandhi: three other tones

24 33

21

53

55

d. Simulation of tone sandhi: two other tones
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24 33

21

53

55

e. Simulation of tone sandhi: one other tone

24 33

21

53

55

One of the variables in the simulations is the domain for tone sandhi. The Southern
Min tone sandhi circle is sensitive to syntax and semantics (Chen 1987; Lin 1994). Only
the final tone in a tone group remains unchange, while the tone group could be as short as
a single word, and as long as a complete sentence. Therefore, the amount of tone sandhi
can vary greatly when we assume different tone group sizes. Consider the following example
(17), taken from the Taiwanese Spoken Corpus. When we assume individual words to be
tone groups of their own, only one tone is in the non-final position, and thus subject to tone
sandhi. However, when we assume the whole sentence to be one single tone group, five tones
are in non-final positions, and all five of them would undergo tone sandhi.

(17) a. Original ample from the Taiwanese Spoken Corpus

lai33bin33

inside
long53

every/all
tsuan24

all
si33

is
po53

treasure

“Everything inside is a treasure.”

b. Tone group = word

(lai21bin33)
inside

(long53)
every/all

(tsuan24)
all

(si33)
is

(po53)
treasure

c. Tone group = sentence

(lai21bin21

inside
long55

every/all
tsuan33

all
si21

is
po53)
treasure
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To the best of my knowledge, no current Southern Min corpora contain any phrasal
/ tone group information. Therefore, simulations of tone sandhi patterns were performed
independently, using the smallest-possible (word) and largest-possible units (sentence) as
tone groups . The small tone group (word) situation will provide a lower-bound measure
of homophony after the tone sandhis, while the large tone group (sentence) situation will
provide an upper-bound measure.

A second concern arises when we assume the size of tone groups to be larger than words.
While tone sandhis may involve neutralization of tonal contrast and produce homophony,
since lexical items do not undergo tone sandhi in the phrase-final position, two allomorphs
are created for the same lexical item – one with the sandhi tone and one with the citation tone
(Tsay & Myers 1996). Therefore, the amount of homophony may actually decrease in the
surface, against our prediction, as new surface forms for the lexical items are created. Such
phenomena is illustrated in the example (18) below. The lexical items ‘know’ /tsai55/ and
‘scholar’ /tsai24/ had different citation forms. The underlying tonal contrast is neutralized
in the non-phrase-final position, where both lexical items become [tsai33]. At the same
time, however, two allomorphs are formed for each of the lexical items: ‘know’ can be
[tsai33] or [tsai55], while ‘scholar’ can be [tsai33] or [tsai24]. These allomorphs decrease the
amount of homophony by increasing the number of word types and decreasing the number
of homophonous word tokens in the surface. As a result, when we assume the tone groups to
be sentences in our simulation of tone sandhi, we need to evaluate the amount of homophony
and consider the effect of allomorphy at the same time.

(18) Homophony and allophony in Southern Min tone sandhi

a. (...tsai55→33...
know

...tsai55)
know

b. (...tsai24→33...
scholar

...tsai24)
scholar

There are at least two solutions for quantifying homophony in light of allomophy. The
first is to ignore the final word in the sentences, and focus on the amount of homophony
generated by the tone sandhi. Such method, while leaving out the final word, would allow
us to more accurately estimate the amount of homophony generated by the tone sandhi
process. The amount of homophony generated by the attested and unattested tone sandhi
patterns can be compared. Once again, our prediction would be that the attested tone sandhi
pattern produces less homophony than the unattested ones, and thus create less impact on
the communication system.

We can also include the sentence-final words in our calculation of homophony. Once again,
the impact of homophony and allomorphy together on the communication system may be
quantified by measuring the changes to the number of word types, number of homophonous
word tokens, and information content in the corpus. Due to allomorphy, we expect that the
number of word types to increase, and the number of homophonous word tokens to decrease
after tone sandhis. The information content should increase as well. In the discussion of
homophony in section (2), we assumed that neutralization patterns that create the least
amount of homophony are more optimal because they produce the least amount of impact
to the communication system. Similaly, in the current situation where both homophony and
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allomorphy appear, we may assume that tone sandhi patterns that produce the least amount
of impact to the communication system to be more optimal. The more allomorphs there are
in the surface, the more surface forms the language users would have to learn. Therefore,
when tone sandhi in sentences causes both homophony and allomorphy, the attested tone
sandhi pattern should generate fewer new word forms and remove fewer homophonous word
tokens than other unattested patterns if the attested pattern is indeed an optimal pattern.

3.1 Simulation 1: Tone sandhi in words

This section describes the results from the simulations of attested and unattested tone sandhi
patterns in the Taiwanese Spoken Corpus, using individual words as tone groups. This is a
lower bound measure of the amount of homophony generated by the tone sandhi patterns.
Assuming that the attested sandhi pattern is more optimal under the principle of contrast
preservation, we predict that the attested pattern should generate less homophony than
the unattested patterns: the attested pattern should 1.) remove fewer word types, 2.)
generate fewer homophonous word tokens, and 3.) decrease less information content than
the unattested patterns.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 below show, respectively, propotional change in number of word
types, number of homophonous word tokens, and information content after the attested and
unattested tone sandhis. The attested tone sandhi circle removed more word types than 10
other unattested sandhi patterns, and increased the number of homophonous word tokens
more than 45 other unattested patterns. The attested tone sandhi circle also removed more
information content in the corpus than 26 other unattested patterns.
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Figure 1: Proportional change in number of word types after attested and unattested tone
sandhi, assuming individual words to be tone groups.
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Figure 2: Proportional change in number of homophonous word tokens after attested and
unattested tone sandhi, assuming individual words to be tone groups.
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Figure 3: Proportional change in information content after attested and unattested tone
sandhi, assuming individual words to be tone groups.

Based on the simulations of tone sandhis above, which used individual words as tone
groups, it is unclear whether the attested tone sandhi circle in Southern Min is indeed the
optimal pattern. Should we assume that contrast preservation is driven by homophony
avoidance, the attested pattern is creating more homophony than at least 10 other possible
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sandhi patterns. In other words, based on the simulations above, the attested tone sandhi
circle appears to be less optimal than at least 10 other possible patterns.

3.2 Simulation 2: Tone sandhi in sentences, without final words

Attested and unattested tone sandhi patterns were also simulated in the Taiwanese Spoken
Corpus, using sentences as tone groups. This session describes the simulation results without
including the sentence-final words. By excluding the final words, we can exclude allomorphy
in the lexical items, and produce a upper bound measure of the amount of homophony
generated by the tone sandhi patterns.

Once again, assuming that the attested sandhi pattern is more optimal under the principle
of contrast preservation, we predict that the attested pattern should generate less homophony
than the unattested patterns: the attested pattern should 1.) remove fewer word types, 2.)
generate fewer homophonous word tokens, and 3.) decrease less information content than
the unattested patterns.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 below show, respectively, propotional change in number of word
types, number of homophonous word tokens, and information content after the attested and
unattested tone sandhis. The attested tone sandhi circle removed more word types than
14 other unattested sandhi patterns, and increased the number homophonous word tokens
more than 7 other unattested patterns. The attested tone sandhi circle also removed more
information content in the corpus than 14 other unattested patterns.
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Figure 4: Proportional change in number of word types after attested and unattested tone
sandhi, assuming sentences to be tone groups. Final words were excluded.

Based on the simulations of tone sandhis above, that used sentences as tone groups, it is
again unclear whether the attested tone sandhi circle in Southern Min is indeed the optimal
pattern. Should we assume that contrast preservation is driven by homophony avoidance, the
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Figure 5: Proportional change in number of homophonous word tokens after attested and
unattested tone sandhi, assuming sentences to be tone groups. Final words were excluded.
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Figure 6: Proportional change in information content after attested and unattested tone
sandhi, assuming sentences to be tone groups. Final words were excluded.

attested pattern is creating more homophony than at least 7 other possible sandhi patterns.
In other words, based on the simulations above, the attested tone sandhi circle appears to
be less optimal than at least 7 other possible patterns.
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3.3 Simulation 3: Tone sandhi in sentences, including final words

Finally, the attested and unattested tone sandhi patterns were simulated, using sentences as
tone groups. This time, the quantification of homophony includes the sentence-final words.
Allomorphy in the lexical items is thus included. The assumption here is that the attested
sandhi pattern is more optimal if it produces less impact on the communication system than
other unattested patterns. Therefore, we predict that the attested pattern should generate
less changes to the homophony in Taiwanese than the unattested patterns: the attested
pattern should 1.) produce fewer word types, 2.) remove fewer homophonous word tokens,
and 3.) increase less information content in the corpus than the unattested patterns.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 below show, respectively, propotional change in number of word
types, number of homophonous word tokens, and information content after the attested and
unattested tone sandhis. The attested tone sandhi circle produced more new word types than
78 other unattested sandhi patterns, and removed more homophonous word tokens than 82
other unattested patterns. The attested tone sandhi circle also removed more information
content in the corpus than 75 other unattested patterns.
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Figure 7: Proportional change in number of word types after attested and unattested tone
sandhi, assuming sentences to be tone groups.

Based on the simulations of tone sandhis above, it is yet again unclear whether the
attested tone sandhi circle in Southern Min is indeed the optimal pattern. When we include
allomorphy in the simulations here, we expected the attested sandhi would bring in the least
impact to the communication system. In other words, we expected the attested sandhi to
create fewer word types and remove fewer homophonous word tokens than the unattested
sandhi patterns. We also expected the attested sandhi to increase less information content
than the unattested patterns. However, the attested pattern is generating a larger impact
to the communication system than at least 75 of other possible patterns. Therefore, if we
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Figure 8: Proportional change in number of homophonous word tokens after attested and
unattested tone sandhi, assuming sentences to be tone groups.
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Figure 9: Proportional change in information content after attested and unattested tone
sandhi, assuming sentences to be tone groups.

include allomorphy in our quantification here, the attested tone sandhi circle appears to be
less optimal than at least 75 other possible patterns.
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4 Discussion

Based on our results from the simulations in sections 3.1 and 3.2, it is unclear whether the
tone sandhi circle in Southern Min is motivated by the principle of contrast preservation.
Assuming that phonological contrasts are preserved to avoid homophony, a neutralization
pattern is optimal if it generates less homophony than other possible patterns. However,
the attested tone sandhi circle is generating more homophony than at least 7 other plausi-
ble patterns. Therefore, the Southern Min tone sandhi circle cannot be motivated by the
principle of contrast preservation alone.

Results from 3.3 also cast doubts on whether the tone sandhi circle can be solely mo-
tivated by the principle of contrast preservation. For many lexical items, the tone sandhi
circle generates two allomorphs: the sandhi version in non-phrase final positions, and the
other version in phrase final positions. The conjecture here is that the tone sandhi pattern
should create less impact on the communication system than other possible-yet-unattested
patterns, if the attested sandhi pattern is indeed an optimal one. However, the attested
pattern generates more surface word forms than at least 75 other unattested patterns. If our
conjecture about homophony and allomorphy is false, and it is in fact optimal for the tone
sandhi pattern to generate more surface forms instead of fewer, the attested sandhi pattern
is still not the optimal pattern. This is because the attested sandhi pattern is removing
fewer homophonous word tokens than 5 other patterns. It is, therefore, difficult to sup-
port the claim that the attested tone sandhi pattern in Southern Min is driven by contrast
preservation.

In conclusion, while previous studies (e.g. Hsieh 2005; Barrie 2006 and Thomas 2008)
suggested that the Southern Min tone sandhi circle is motiated by contrast preservation,
the current study failed to found any supporting evidence. We assume that phonological
neutralization should target non-functional contrasts and produce less homophony than other
possible patterns (Silverman 2010; Kaplan 2011). Using a Taiwanese corpus, the attested
tone sandhi pattern was simulated along with 87 possible-yet-unattested patterns, and the
attested sandhi pattern produces more homophony than at least 7 other unattested patterns.
Therefore, it appears that the Southern Min tone sandhi circle cannot be motivated by the
principle of contrast preservation only.

The current study quantified the amount of homophony before and after tone sandhi in
Southern Min, and examined whether this particular neutralization phenomenon generates
less homophony than other possible-yet-unattested patterns of neutralization. This method-
ology can be certainly be extended to other neutralization phenomena in other languages,
whenever a sizable corpus is available. A cross-linguistic corpus study can provide further
insights to the relationship between attested versus unattested neutralization in terms of the
amount of homophony that they generate (cf. Wedel et al. 2013a,b).
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